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a b s t r a c t
A resource-bounded version of the statement ‘‘no algorithm recognizes all non-halting
Turing machines’’ is equivalent to an infinitely often (i.o.) superpolynomial speedup for
the time required to accept any (paddable) coNP-complete language and also equivalent to
a superpolynomial speedup in proof length in propositional proof systems for tautologies,
each ofwhich impliesP ≠ NP. This suggests a correspondence between the properties ‘‘has
no algorithm at all’’ and ‘‘has no best algorithm’’ which seems relevant to open problems
in computational and proof complexity.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Informally, a language L has speedup if, for any Turing machine (TM) for L, there exists one that is better. Blum [2]
exhibited languages that have almost-everywhere speedup, which are unnatural being constructed solely for that purpose.
The possibility of weaker speedups for natural languages has received less attention [15]. Some suspect that integer
multiplication and matrix multiplication (MM) have a slight, superlinear speedup [18,14,3], reflecting in part the large
number of algorithms for these problems—about 13 and 18 respectively [1,17]. In fact, there is no best Strassen-style bilinear
MM identity [7].
We identify an intuitive condition which, like several others in the literature, is equivalent to an infinitely often (i.o.)
superpolynomial speedup for the time required to accept any (paddable) coNP-complete language and also equivalent to
a superpolynomial speedup in proof length in propositional proof systems for tautologies, each of which implies P ≠ NP.
This condition is a resource-bounded version of the statement ‘‘no algorithm recognizes all non-halting TMs’’, suggesting a
correspondence between the properties ‘‘has no algorithm at all’’ and ‘‘has no best algorithm’’ which seems relevant to open
problems in computational and proof complexity.
2. Speedup for coNP-complete languages
Consider this well-known fact from computability theory:
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Fact 2.1. Given any TM M accepting only ‘‘non-halting’’ ⟨N, x⟩ for which TM N does not halt on input x, M fails to accept some
particular non-halting ⟨N ′, x′⟩. In other words, the set of non-halting ⟨N, x⟩ is not computably enumerable (c.e.).
By implication, there is a better TM M ′ that correctly accepts more non-halting inputs than M by accepting the input
⟨N ′, x′⟩ and otherwise runningM . This section considers a corresponding resource-bounded statement in complexity theory
regarding N which do not halt on xwithin t steps.
Notation. M and M ′ will denote deterministic TMs throughout the paper, and, henceforth, N and N ′ will denote
nondeterministic TMs. Define BHP = {⟨N, x, 1t⟩| there is at least one accepting path of nondeterministic TM N on input
xwith t or fewer steps} and define coBHP = {⟨N, x, 1t⟩|⟨N, x, 1t⟩ /∈ BHP}. IfM is a deterministic TM, then TM is the function
that maps a string x to how many steps M(x) takes. Say that M accepts a language L if M halts in an accepting state if and
only if x ∈ L; M may not halt on x /∈ L. Say that ⟨N ′, x′⟩ is non-halting if N ′ has no accepting path on input x′, in which
case Fact 2.1 continues to hold for nondeterministic N . Note that BHP is NP-complete with the accepting path of N on x as a
certificate, and that coBHP is coNP-complete.
The following condition corresponds to Fact 2.1:
(*) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-halting ⟨N ′, x′⟩ such that the function f (t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) is
not bounded by any polynomial.1
Supposing P ≠ NP and therefore coBHP /∈ P, condition (*) rules out the absurd possibility that some M nevertheless can
accept the subset of inputs beginning with any particular machine–input pair within a polynomial bound (for that subset).
An intuition for why this condition might hold could be a belief that there is at least one ⟨N ′, x′⟩ for whichM must infinitely
often use brute force to rule out all possible accepting paths of N ′ on x′ with at most t steps.2 Under (*), coBHP has an i.o.
superpolynomial speedup, defined as follows3:
Def 2.2. ForM andM ′ accepting a language L, writeM ′ ≤p M if there exists a polynomial p such that for all inputs x ∈ L,
TM ′(x) ≤ p(|x|, TM(x)). (1)
IfM ′ ≤p M but it is not the case thatM ≤p M ′, writeM ′ <p M . If L has a least elementM under<p, say thatM is p-optimal
[12] and otherwise that L has (i.o.) superpolynomial speedup.
It is shown below that (*) is equivalent to a superpolynomial speedup for coBHP. This conclusion is significant,
as superpolynomial speedup for accepting a particular (paddable) coNP-complete language is in fact equivalent to
superpolynomial speedup for accepting any (paddable) coNP-complete language.4 Furthermore, it is also equivalent to a
superpolynomial speedup for proof length in propositional proof systems for the set of tautologies (TAUT) [12], defined as
follows. A propositional proof system is a function h ∈ FP with range TAUT [6]. The proof system h is p-optimal if for any
other proof system f , there exists g ∈ FP such that h(g(x)) = f (x) [12]. Thus, (*) holds iff there is no p-optimal propositional
proof system, so propositional proof systems have a superpolynomial speedup for proof length.
Theorem 2.3. The condition (*) holds if and only if coBHP has superpolynomial speedup.
Proof. ⇒ Suppose condition (*) holds. GivenM accepting coBHP, choose N ′, x′ forM in (*), so f (t) = TM(⟨N ′, x′, 1t⟩) is not
polynomially bounded. We createM ′ as follows:
1. Input ⟨N, x, 1t⟩.
2. If ⟨N, x⟩ ≠ ⟨N ′, x′⟩ then runM(⟨N, x, 1t⟩).
3. If ⟨N, x⟩ = ⟨N ′, x′⟩ then accept immediately.
ThenM ′ <p M , so coBHP has superpolynomial speedup.
⇐ The converse follows from results of Chen and Flum5; an anonymous referee proposed the following more direct
argument. If (*) does not hold, it will be shown that there is a TMMopt which is p-optimal for coBHP. The strategy employed
by this machine is to enumerate and simulate a limited number of TMsMi on the input ofMopt and accept if anyMi accepts,
after verifying that thisMi accepts correctly. Crucial to the strategy are: (1) the existence of a nondeterministic machine Nc
which is used to verify thatMi accepts correctly, and (2) the existence if (*) fails of anM∗ which can efficiently simulate Nc .
Assume that (*) does not hold. That is, there exists some deterministic machine M∗ for coBHP such that for any non-
halting ⟨N ′, x′⟩, there exists some polynomial pN ′,x′ such thatM∗ accepts ⟨N ′, x′, 1t⟩ in atmost pN ′,x′(t) steps for all t . Assume
1 The function f may depend onM , N ′ , and x′ . For inputs not in coBHP,M does not accept, but otherwise its behavior is not constrained.
2 Condition (*) is equivalent to the statement that there is no M deciding BHP within time O(t f (|N,x|)). Chen and Flum [4] show that under certain
complexity theoretic assumptions, there is no suchM for f computable.
3 By contrast, Hirsch and Itsykson [9] exhibit a p-optimal heuristic randomized algorithm for accepting the set of tautologies (TAUT), where the algorithm
is allowed to accept non-tautologies erroneously with bounded probability. Levin [13] exhibits a p-optimal witness search algorithm for any language in
NP. Levin’s algorithmdovetails every possible TM, runs any output produced through a predeterminedwitness verifier, and then prints out the first witness
that is verified. However, even though SAT ∈ NP, Köbler and Messner [11] argue that accepting SAT is likely to have superpolynomial speedup.
4 All known coNP-complete languages are paddable.
5 If (*) does not hold, then coBHP ∈ XPuni , where a parameterized problem (Q , κ) is in XPuni if there is anM deciding x ∈ Q in time |x|f (κ(x)) (for coBHP,
⟨N, x⟩ is the parameter κ). In that case, there is a p-optimalM accepting any coNP-complete language, including coBHP ([5] Theorem 8 and Lemma 18).
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some enumeration M1,M2, . . . of deterministic machines and assume that the first machine M1 in the enumeration is a
standard 2cn-time machine accepting coBHP by brute force. Consider the following deterministic machineMopt :
1. Input y = ⟨N, x, 1t⟩ for the coBHP problem (let n = |y|);
2. For each τ = n, n+ 1, . . ., run all machinesM1, . . . ,Mn on ywithin τ steps:
IfM1 terminates and accepts y, then accept y and halt;
If someMi accepts y, then accept y and halt after verifying that:
(**) There is no instance of BHP of length≤ τ such thatMi wrongly accepts it in τ steps.
ClearlyMopt accepts coBHP and otherwise does not halt.
The key idea is to reduce the problem of checking (**) to some halting problem in coBHP. Consider the execution of the
following nondeterministic machine Nc :
1. Input x′ = Mi;
2. For each τ ′ = 1, 2, . . .,
Guess z (= ⟨N, x, 1t⟩) of length≤ τ ′ andw in {0, 1}τ ′ ;
IfMi accepts z within τ ′ steps andw witnesses z in BHP, then accept x′ and halt.
Then ⟨Nc,Mi⟩ is non-halting if Mi accepts coBHP. Furthermore, there is a polynomial pc(τ ) (≈ τ(τ − 1)/2) independent
from x′ = Mi such that:
1. If Nc onMi does not halt in pc(τ ) steps (i.e., Nc onMi has no accepting path of length≤ pc(τ )), then (**), and
2. Nc onMi does not halt in pc(τ ) steps iffM∗ accepts ⟨Nc,Mi, 1pc (τ )⟩ in pNc ,Mi(pc(τ )) steps.
Thus, by runningM∗ on ⟨Nc,Mi, 1pc (τ )⟩, we can guarantee (**) (if it is indeed possible) in p(τ ) steps for some polynomial
determined byMi.
Then the running time of Mopt satisfies condition (1) of Def 2.2, which contradicts that coBHP has superpolynomial
speedup. 
Interestingly, each problem identified by Chen and Flum [5] as having the same complexity as coBHP under fixed parameter
tractable reductions, such as the set of arithmetic statements φ with no proof of fewer than t steps, is also the resource-
bounded version of a non-c.e. language.
3. Conclusion
Their result and the parallel between Fact 2.1 and condition (*) suggest a correspondence between known facts in
computability theory and hypotheses in complexity theory. As another example, Gödel demonstrated speedup in the length
of proofs of arithmetic statements [8], and a corresponding conjecture in proof complexity is that there is speedup in the
length of proofs of tautologies (no p-optimal propositional proof system).
This correspondence serves several purposes. First, it suggests statements such as (*) which are interesting in themselves.
Second, the correspondence may be interpreted as (weak) evidence that there are superpolynomial speedups for accepting
coNP-complete languages and for proof length for propositional proof systems as has been conjectured [12]. Finally, we
suspect that the validity of the corresponding statements such as Fact 2.1 and (*) are closely linked.6 Resource-bounded
versions of noncomputable problems may misbehave by failing to have an optimal algorithm or proof system, just as their
noncomputable counterparts misbehave by failing to have any algorithm or proof system at all.
To pursue this linkage, we can define a version of (*) which like Fact 2.1 is constructive. For M accepting coBHP, let E
be the set of non-halting ⟨N, x⟩ for which f (t) is polynomially bounded. Suppose there is an ME which accepts E. Then a
constructive version of (*) is7:
Conjecture 3.1. The ⟨N ′, x′⟩ for ME predicted by Fact 2.1 satisfies (*) for M.
The condition (*) was motivated by our suspicion that the existence of a polynomial time M accepting coBHP would
violate the information constraint imposed by the noncomputability of the halting problem. More precisely:
Conjecture 3.2. If there exists M ∈ P accepting coBHP, then M can be modified to accept all non-halting ⟨N, x⟩.
More broadly, we wonder whether the obstacle to the existence of a TMM which acts contrary to various widely believed
complexity hypotheses is that M could be modified to perform a related task known to be noncomputable. For instance,
it is curious that arithmetic is undecidable only if it incorporates multiplication, and that this fact has not been used to
say anything about the complexity of integer multiplication (which may have a slight speedup) or the inverse operation of
factorization.
6 Fact 2.1 implies a very weak, model dependent speedup for coBHP (for details see [16]). ForM accepting coBHP, let SM be the set of non-halting ⟨N, x⟩
such that M accepts ⟨N, x, 1∞⟩ in finite time, where the encoding is such that M does not necessarily read the full input. By Fact 2.1, SM does not include
some non-halting ⟨N ′, x′⟩. Then for anyM , there existsM ′ such that SM ′ = SM ∪{⟨N ′, x′⟩} is a strictly larger set than SM . ThisM ′ avoids reading the full input
in more cases than doesM . This line of argument also holds for coBHPwith N deterministic, and does not hinge on the fact that coBHP is NP-complete.
7 Joseph and Young [10] and Wang [19] define p-productive languages where the productive function yields a single problematic input, whereas in
Conjecture 3.1 an infinite family of inputs is produced.
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